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ABSTRACT

Introduction: C-shaped root canal configuration is one of the commonly found anatomical challenges 
during root canal treatment (RCT) of mandibular second molars. Presence of fin or web connecting 
individual mesial and distal canals in C-shaped root canal system hinders thorough cleaning, shaping, 
and obturation during RCT. Recognition of C-shaped canal before treatment can facilitate more effective 
management of root canal system. 

Objective: To determine the percentage of C-shaped canal in permanent mandibular second molars in 
patients visiting People’s dental college and hospital for root canal treatment.

Materials and Method: An analytical cross-sectional study was conducted from July 2020 to February 
2021 at People’s Dental College and Hospital after ethical clearance. Clinical examination was done 
for 206 mandibular second molars during access opening for the presence of C-shaped anatomy. 
Categorisation of C-shaped canal morphology was done based on clinical examination at the coronal 
orifice level. Convenience sampling technique was used for data collection and data were analysed by 
using SPSS v.16 software.

Result: Prevalence of C-shaped canal configuration was seen in 35 (17%) mandibular second molars. 
Fifteen (15.15%) males and 20 (18.69%) females had C-shaped canal. Among the total, 13 (37.14%) of 
canals showed category I configuration and 22 (62.86%) showed category II type configuration. 

Conclusion: There was no significant association with gender and C-shaped canals. Most prevalent canal 
configuration category found was category I and category II at the orifice level on clinical examination 
during root canal treatment.  
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INTRODUCTION

C-shaped configuration of the root canal system 
is common in mandibular second molar1 and 
was first described by Cooke et al. in 1979.2  The 
C-shaped configuration refers to a continuous slit 
between all the canals so that a horizontal section 
through the root yields a space in the shape of a 
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letter ‘C’.3 The presence of a fin or web connecting 
individual mesial and distal canals hinders thorough 
cleaning, shaping, and obturation.4 Hence for the 
full debridement and disinfection of root canal 
system and ensuring success of root canal treatment 
knowing root canal morphology is essential.5

Various studies have reported high prevalence of 
C-shaped canal configuration in Asian population.6-9 
The prevalence varies from region to region.7 The 
reported results from different studies1,6,8,9 may not 
be relevant to Nepali population. There has been 
found only one clinical study10 done in Nepali 
population regarding prevalence of C-shaped 
configuration of root canals. 

Thus, the purpose of this study was to investigate 
the incidence of C-shaped root canal systems in 
mandibular second molars by clinical examination 
during for root canal treatment in patients visiting 
People’s Dental College and Hospital.

MATERIALS AND METHOD 

This was an analytical cross sectional study 
conducted from July 2020 to February 2021 
among 206 patients attending the Department of 
Conservative dentistry and Endodontics of People’s 
Dental College and Hospital. Patients with age 
group 20-70 years attending the department for root 
canal treatment were selected as study group for the 
research. Sampling was done by non-probability 
sampling technique and sample size was calculated 
to be 206 according to the reference article by 
Wang et al.6 The sample size was calculated for 
nonprobability sampling method using formula n 
= z2pq/d2; where n=sample size; z = 1.96 at 95% 
confidence interval level; p = 0.3818 (39.18%, 
percentage of C-shaped canals)6; q = 1-p; d = 0.07 
(7%) = maximum tolerable error. Adding 10%, the 
sample size calculated was 203.54 ≈ 206.

The study proposal was approved by Institutional 
Research Council of People’s Dental College and 
Hospital on 29th June 2020 (Ref. 1). Patients of age 
20-70 years with indication of root canal treatment 
of mandibular second molars were included in the 
study. Preoperative radiographs were taken for 

evaluation. Patients with fractured second molar 
teeth, with calcified canals and teeth with prior root 
canal treatment with post and core were excluded 
from the study.  Informed consent as well as written 
consent was taken in consent form for all the 
participants.

At first local anaesthesia was administered to the 
selected patient. Rubber dam application was 
done for isolation. An endodontic access cavity 
preparation was made using endo access bur and 
endo Z bur (Dentsply, Maillefer, Switzerland). 
The contents of the pulp chamber were removed 
using endodontic spoon excavator. Debris 
and remaining pulp tissues were removed and 
irrigation was done using sodium hypochlorite 
(2.5%) and normal saline. Clinical examination 
was carried out with the help of dental surgical 
loupes (Heine, Germany). At 2.5X magnification, 
careful probing of pulp chamber floor with 
DG16 explorer was done. The modified Melton’s 
method was used to identify and classify the 
C-shaped root canal from clinical examination of 
pulp chamber floor. Then presence of C-shaped 
canals and its type was recorded in proforma. 
In subsequent visits, root canal treatment was 
completed. The collected data were entered 
into Microsoft Excel and converted into SPSS 
Statistics for Windows, version 16.0 (SPSS 
Inc., Chicago, Ill., USA) dataset which was 
used for statistical analysis. Descriptive statistic 
analysis, tabular and graphical presentation was 
done to explore the characteristics of different 
variables. Hospital prevalence was estimated 
with 95% Confidence Interval. The association 
of C-shaped canals with gender was analysed 
using χ2-test. Probability of significance was set 
up at 5% level of significance.

RESULT

Out of the total 206 study participants, 99 (48.05%) 
were male and 107 (51.94%) were female. Mean 
age of the study participants was 36.28 ± 13.73 
years and ranged from 20-70 years. Of the total 
mandibular second molars, 105 (50.97%) were left 
mandibular second molars and 101 (49.03%) were 
right mandibular second molars.
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Of the 206 examined mandibular second molars, 
35 teeth (17%) had C-shaped canals. Among the 
99 males, 15 (15.15%) had C-shaped canals and 
20 (18.69%) out of the 107 females had C-shaped 
canals. Out of total 105 left mandibular second 
molars, 19 (18.09%) had C-shaped canals and of 
the total 101 right mandibular second molars, 16 
(15.84%) had C-shaped canals.

Among the C-shaped configuration canals 13 
(37.14%) teeth had category I canal configuration 
and 22 (62.86%) teeth had category II canal 
configuration based on clinical examination at the 
orifice level.

Association of gender with C-shaped canals and 
category was inspected using Chi-square test, 
which however, showed no statistically significant 
association (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

Knowledge of the anatomy of the root canal system 
with its different morphologic variations is essential 
for endodontic treatment success. One of the most 
important anatomical challenges is the C-shaped 
configuration of the root canal system.5 It is usually 
found in mandibular second molars.1 The main 
anatomic feature of C-shaped canals is the presence 
of a fin or web connecting individual mesial and distal 
canals which causes the canal axial section to have 
a C-shape. This hinders thorough cleaning, shaping, 
and obturation. Therefore, recognition of a C-shaped 
canal configuration before treatment can facilitate 
more effective management of the root canal system. 

Variety of methods have been followed to study 
the root canal morphology such as grinding, root 
sectioning, staining and clearing techniques, 
radiographs.11,12 These in vitro methods except the 
radiographic technique either destroy the specimen 
or prevents further use of the specimen.13

Two dimensional radiographs are easil available and 
accessible means for root canal morphology detection. 
However, they have some limitations as they provide 
two-dimensional view of three-dimensional structure. 
They are subjected to distortions through improper 
technique, anatomic limitations or processing errors. 
Several advanced imaging techniques like computed 
tomography (CT), micro-CT, cone beam computed 
tomography (CBCT) are available these days for 
clear images. However, the use of advanced imaging 
techniques is limited due to their availability and cost 
factor.14

The variation of C-shaped root canal system appears 
to be genetically determined, and it has some 
relationship with ethnic origin.15 It could be found 
throughout the world, but the different studies have 
found considerably high prevalence of such type of 
configuration in Asian population.3,4,6,7 Among the 
different Asian population, Chinese population and 
Korean population presented highest prevalence 
of C-shaped configuration with slight variation in 
different studies depending upon methods. C-shaped 
configuration in Chinese population has been 
estimated to be 34.65% by radiographic method.6 

Study on extracted teeth samples showed 31.5% 
prevalence of C-shaped canals whereas clinical 
examination on patients found prevalence of 39.18%.7 
Cone beam computed radiography examination 
showed 44% prevalence.7 The reported prevalence 
of the C-shaped canal was found to be ranging from 
31% to 44.5% in Korean population depending upon 
study methods.16,17 Study using cone beam computed 
tomography analysis by Kim et al. in 2018 showed 
39.8% prevalence on Korean population.18

The prevalence of C-shaped canal is 17% (35 teeth 
out of 206) in this study whereas similar previous 
study by Vikram and Kumari study done in Nepal 
reported prevalence of 12.5%.10 Similar clinical 

Table 1: Association of gender with C-shaped canals and category, n (%). 

Gender
C-shaped canals Category

Present Absent I II
Male 15 (15.15) 84 (84.85) 4 (26.67) 11 (73.33)
Female 20 (18.69) 87 (81.31) 9 (45) 11 (55)
P value 0.499 0.272
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studies reported prevalence of 14.4% in Saudi 
Arabian population8, 39.18% in Chinese population6 
and 32.7% in Korean population.16

In this study, there was no significant difference in 
prevalence in relation to gender and tooth position 
(right or left) similar to the study by Zheng et al. in 
2011.19 Among the C-shaped canal configurations 
category I and category II canal configurations was 
found more prevalent. This finding is consistent 
with the findings from previous studies.6,8,10

A previous study on Turkish population for C-shaped 
canal evaluation by CBCT reported that there was 
presence of different C-shaped canal configuration 
throughout the entire root canal system of a single 
root hence required better identification methods.20 

The same study also reported category I and category 
II as the most common canal configuration finding 
at the orifice level. Category III, IV, and V canal 
configurations become more evident as middle and 
apical level of root canals are observed.20

CONCLUSION

In this study the C-shaped canal configuration present 
in mandibular second molar in Nepali population 
showed no significant association with gender. 
Most prevalent canal configuration category found 
was category I and category II at the orifice level on 
clinical examination during root canal treatment. 
Thus, detecting the C-shaped canal by clinical 
examination and understanding its configuration is 
the most important step for successful root canal 
treatment. However, radiographic aid is always 
recommended for accuracy in detection of canal 
configuration. 
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